
AA-PegSue - “Peggy Sue” by Buddy Holly AA-OnlyYou - “Only You” by The Platters

Music from the Past

AA-Inthemood - “In the Mood” by Glenn Miller AA-Jailhouse - “Jailhouse Rock” by Elvis Presley

AUDIO ART

Cocobala Maple

Custom Match

WhiteWild Cherry

Provincial Cherry

Audio Art brings sound of life to every 
memory care community. Created 
with bold colors and superior sound 
for aging eyes and ears. Residents will 
smile recalling their favorite songs 
and singing along too.

STANDARD FEATURES
    •Antimicrobial to prevent the spread 
of germs
     •    Digitally enhanced 30-45 second  
audio for superior sound

     •Laminated images accept  
commercial cleaners
    •Sound button located on side
    •Includes AAA lithium batteries
    •Security hardware

DIMENSIONS 
Small: 24”W x 18”H
Large: 30”W x 24”H

PRODUCT CODE 
*Listed below image

LEAD TIME | 4 weeks
WEIGHT | 12 lbs
SHIP | Parcel

FINISHES
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AA-Imagine
“Imagine” by John Lennon

AA-Boots
“These Boots are Made for Walkin” by 
Nancy Sinatra

AA-Everybody
“Everybody Loves Somebody” by 
Dean Martin 

AA-Penny
“Penny Lane” by The Beatles

AA-Sing
“Sing, Sing, Sing” by Benny Goodman

AA-Dreamin
“California Dreaming” by the Mamas & 
the Papas 

Music from the Past

BUZZTALK

Music therapists who work with 
Alzheimer’s patients describe 
seeing people “wake up” when the 
sounds of loved and familiar music 
fills their heads. Often, after months 
or even years of not speaking at all, 
they begin to talk again, become 
more social and seem more 
engaged by their surroundings.

- Mary Ellen Geist, AARP

“Music memories are often 
preserved in Alzheimer’s disease 
because key brain areas linked 
to musical memory are relatively 
undamaged by the disease”

- Dr. Jonathan Graff-Radford, Mayo 
Clinic

“Music has compelling outcomes 
even in the very late stages of 
the disease (Alzheimer). Music 
will shift mood, manage stress-
induced agitation stimulate 
positive interactions, facilitate 
cognitive function, an coordinate 
motor movements.”

- Alzheimer’s Foundation of 
America, (AFA)

AUDIO ART
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